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1.  Please clarify the following in Section III PRICE SCHEDULE- Amended- Are you 
seeking one or two methods relative to compensation?  

Answer: Upon issuance of a Task Order, the Contractor will be compensated the 
“Minimum Fee per Recruitment Task Order” in 1/3 increments.  At time of hire, the 
Contractor will be compensated the balance of the task order, either 1/3 of the 
“Minimum Fee per Recruitment Task Order” or the proposed percentage of annual 
compensation accepted by the candidate (less previous payments), whichever is 
greater.  

2.  Item #1 states that fees to be fully burdened including travel costs but in item #3 it states 
contractor will be reimbursed for travel which we assume means both consultant and 
candidate travel and videoconferencing in lieu of travel. Please confirm 

Answer: Reference Amendment No. Two (0002).  Travel costs will be reimbursed for 
both the consultant and the candidate in accordance with the Travel Provision, 
Section VI, Special Provision 04 Travel Expenses. 

3.  Item #4 - Payment Terms per Task Order- All AESC member firms are retained and the 
first third must be paid at commencement; MWAA requests that the second third is 
payable on presentation of candidates but there is no defining the number- we suggest a 
minimum of three (3) with detailed candidate reports. The balance of the task order is at 
hire and is acceptable. Please advise.  

Answer: Reference Amendment No. Two (0002).  Revised Section III – Price Schedule.  

4. If there are other proposed contract terms, stipulations and industry "best practices" that 
a Contractor can offer it is allowable that such suggestions be made at the time 
proposals are submitted to MWAA along with background reasoning and explanations?  

Answer: Proposed contract terms should be submitted prior to submission of your 
proposal through the Question Submission Link on the website for this RFP, 
which the deadline for Question Submission is extended until October 3, 2012. 

5.  Section 41 PAYMENTS- language here is different and refers to "monthly progress 
payments" vs. proposed payment method outlined in Amendment One 

Answer: Reference Contract Provision 37 Order of Precedence. Section III Price 
Schedule takes precedence. 


